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Executive Summary

Washoku Café, is a Japanese Café that establish in Ipoh, Perak that provided variety of Japanese Food. The main purpose of the Washoku Café is to fulfil the demand of Japanese Food in Ipoh, Perak. This because, in Ipoh Perak there only have couple of Japanese Café and it quite expensive for the them. Because of that, we at Washoku Café were trying our best to provide the consumer with the lowest price compared to the others Japanese Café. At Washoku Café, we will provide variety of Japanese Food from the Traditional to the modern food such as sushi, ramen, soba, and the others. The consumer in Ipoh will be able to experience the real taste of Japanese Food same as sell in Japan. This is because, normally the consumer in Malaysia were not be able to travel and try the food in Japan because of the cost to travel is quite expensive. Because of that problem, I determine to open the Washoku Café at Ipoh, Perak. At Washoku Cafe, we try our best to provide the best traditional and modern Japanese food to the consumer in Ipoh and all the material that we being used were import all the way from Japan. By using the material from Japan, we will make sure our food is guarantee 100 percent will be taste same as Food that sold in Japan. Besides that, our main target customer is who have an interest with the Japanese Culture. This is because, at Washoku Caféd we will make sure that our customer will be experience the Japanese food with the vibes same as in Japan. Our café interior design is will be that same as in the Japan and we believe our customer will love it. Beside that it has a term for the person who are really interest with Japanese Culture which is been called as Japanophilia. Japanophilia is the appreciation and love of Japanese culture, people and history. Normally, today people being influence the Japanese Culture by the anime and manga fandom. At our Café, they will be able to experience the food same shows in Anime in order to satisfy their wants. Statistic have been shown that, the potential customer for Japanese food were normally from middle aged and young generation. This is because, the young generation were always desire and willing to experience the culture and things likes try the others country food. The young generation normally were exposed with the internet because of that they always have a little bit of knowledge about others country in terms of food. Washoku Café, target customer was from young generation, caused this generation were always influence by the internet and desire to try new experience of food compared to the older generation. Older generation were tending to like their normal kind of food such like Malaysian National Dishes and they don’t have any intention to try new types of food example Japanese Food. At our café, we will provide variety of Japanese dishes and it will be taste same as in Japan. At Washoku Café, we are served good and a variety of choices Japanese food with a lower price compared to the others Japanese café in Ipoh, Perak. There are few Japanese Café in Ipoh but we are trying to compete with them such as Sushi King. As our concern, we trying our best to give the lowest price compared to the others. Normally, Japanese food were quite expensive and the food were not worth it to try. Because of that, Washoku Café served the food with the lowest price than others and our main concern is to make sure all of our customer are fully satisfy with our food and services. Back in the day, people are not able to experience and buy the Japanese caused it too expensive but now say no more.
### Introduction

**Name of Organization**
- Washoku Café
  - Washoku in Japanese language means the food of Japan.

**Business Address**
- No,40 Dataran Permai Indah, Taman Bercham, 31150 Ulu Kinta Perak.

**Website/ e-mail**

**Telephone Number**
- Office- 05-5580045
- Management- 01124181552

**Main Activity**
- Directly come to our café to experience our food.
- Provide catering and Delivery services

**Date of Commencement**
- 1st.September.2020

**Date of Registration**
- 2.August.2020

**Name of Bank**
- Maybank

**Bank Account Number**
- 138320993865
Logo is the sign which is commonly used to represent different entities such as organizations. Logos were to represent an organization or company through a visual image that can be easily understood and recognized. A logo generally involves symbols, stylized text or both. Logos are often created by a graphic artist in consultation with a company and marketing experts. Washoku Café used sushi as the icon caused everyone will recognize it at first sight. Normally people will recognize sushi as the Japanese food and it is the most popular food. Washoku Café choose red colour as their logo caused it represent the flag colour of Japan, as you know the colour of Japanese flag is red and white. Besides that, the red colour represent the our passionate and love with the Japanese food. We at Washoku Café will trying our best to provide the consumers with the best Japanese food in Ipoh, Perak. Next, the light saber is representing the brave character of our café. This is because, if we having a problem we will find the solution and will faced that problem no matter what. In this business sector the employer or the owner must have the brave characteristic in order to improved their business. We at Washoku Café will fight, overcome and will never give up in order to make your dream will be reality which is to be the best Japanese Café in Ipoh and hopefully in Malaysia soon. Finally, our café slogan is pure taste of Japan, this is because we will make sure all our consumers will experience the real taste of Japanese food same as sale in Japan.